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Introduction. The foundations of a noncommutative integration theory were

laid by Segal in [6], in connection with investigations in quantum mechanics,

operator algebras and harmonic analysis on groups. In the aforesaid disciplines,

there arise systems which are (noncommutative) analogues of measurable functions

on a conventional measure space, the simplest instances of such systems being the

so-called factors of type In, e.g., the ring of all complex « x « matrices together with

the trace. If the trace is normalized so as to assume the value unity, on the identity

operator, then this system becomes the noncommutative analogue of complex

random variables, on a probability space generated by « atoms.

Let G be a locally compact unimodular group (such as, for some fixed n, the

group of all real « x « nonsingular matrices), p the Haar measure on G, and A the

algebra of all bounded, integrable functions on G, with multiplication defined as

convolution. The pair (A, p.) provides an example of the sort described in the beginning.

Let H=L2(G, p) where G is the group of all transformations cx + d, c, d rational,

and p is the counting measure on G. For/, g in H, and a, b in G, let Ua be defined

thus: Uaf=g, where g(b) =f(ba). Let M be the ring of all bounded operators which

commute with Ua for all a. Every bounded operator A in H is representable in the

form of a bounded numerical matrix A~ ||ij0>6||, a, b in G. For any A in M, set

T(A) = T)ee (e being the identity of G). Let / denote the identity operator. For

arbitrary C, D in M, t(CD) = t(DC), and t(/) = 1. M, a factor of type l\x, is the

noncommutative analogue of bounded, complex random variables on a nonatomic

probability space.

A special case of a type IL factor, bearing the appellation "approximately

finite factor," arises in a natural way, in the theory of Fermi-Dirac quantization

as described in the papers [7], [8], and [9].

The integration theory, developed by Segal in the most general setting, may be

epitomized thus. A ring of operators, with a trace defined on some elements thereof

is given. The trace is then extended to a wider class via suitable convergence con-

cepts. And, for this enlarged ensemble (whose elements are called integrable)

analogues of standard measure-theoretic results are obtained.

In an arbitrary gage space, Segal introduced, and made a fairly extensive study

of, the concepts of measurable operators, convergence nearly everywhere, and
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integrable and square-integrable operators, besides obtaining extensions for such

basic results as the Riesz-Fischer, Radon-Nikodym and Lebesgue monotone con-

vergence theorems and for a reformulation of the Fubini Theorem. Thus a develop-

ment of the theory of rings, collateral to measure theory was rendered possible by

Segal's work.

The kind of work initiated by Segal was further pursued by Stinespring [10]. He

defined convergence in measure in gage spaces, studied the interrelation between

convergence in measure and convergence nearly everywhere, and proved, inter alia,

noncommutative versions of Fatou's Lemma and Fubini's Theorem. Deserving of

special mention are his results which state that under some mild restrictions, a

continuous function preserves convergence in the L2-mean and that a sequence

{7n} of selfadjoint measurable operators converges in measure to a selfadjoint

measurable operator 7, if and only if, for any real continuous function <£ with

compact support on the real line {<t>(7n)} converges in measure to 0(7).

Drawing freely on the works of Segal and Stinespring, we have, in the present

paper, extended certain standard results in probability theory to finite rings.

I. Summary and preliminaries. Throughout this paper, the notation and ter-

minology will be the same as those of [6] and [10]. Let (77, a, m) be a gage space in

the sense of [6], Zthe identity operator and m, a gage on a with m(I)= 1, and which

is regular, i.e., for any projection P, m(P) = 0 implies F = 0. By an operator we shall

always mean an operator measurable with respect to (w.r.t.) a is the sense of [6].

This paper is divided into several sections.

In §2, we prove that convergence in measure is preserved by a continuous

function which is expressible as the sum of a finite number of monotonie continuous

functions. We indicate a few applications of this result including one to operator-

entropy.

In §3, we prove a noncommutative version of Egoroff's Theorem and its converse.

We then obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for convergence in measure

and convergence nearly everywhere to coincide.

In §4, we introduce the notion of the distribution function of a selfadjoint

measurable operator with respect to a faithful state (positive, normal, linear

functional) <p of a. Let Fn he the distribution function of 7„, «=1,2,..., and F

that of 7, with respect to <p. Let x be any continuity-point of F (i.e., a point at

which F is continuous). We prove that if {7n} converges in measure to 7, then

Fn(x) -> F(x). Let <p = m, and let Fn, F, and x be as above. Then we also show that

{7n} converges to 7 in measure if and only if, for each such x, {PU} converges in

measure to Px, where P£ and Px are spectral projections of 7„ and 7 respectively

corresponding to the infinite closed interval ( — oo, xj. We then deduce a few simple

corollaries.

In §5, we prove two dominated convergence theorems, which, in the case of a

finite gage space, are stronger than the corresponding results of Stinespring. As
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applications, we show, in §6, that if {Tn} is a sequence of nonnegative square-

integrable operators converging in the L2-mean to an operator T, then the operator-

entropy of Tn tends in the Lomean to that of T, and for any bounded selfadjoint

operator R, the information about Tn contained in R (as defined by Umegaki and

Nakamura) tends to the information about T contained in R.

Although the notation and terminology of this paper will be the same as those

of the papers [6] and [10], we shall define some concepts and explain some symbols

which we shall repeatedly deal with.

Let (H, a, m) be the underlying gage space. For any operator A in a, \\A\\ will

denote the operator norm of A. For any measurable operator T (not necessarily

bounded), |T| will denote (T*T)lt2. The extension of the gage m to the class of all

integrable operators will also be denoted by m. The Lj-norm of T, denoted by \T\X,

is the number m(|T|). TheL2-norm of J, denoted by \\T\\2, is the number [m(T*T)]112.

For any two projections P and Q in a, P v Q and P /\Q will denote respectively the

lattice-sum and lattice-product of P and Q. A projection and its range will be

denoted by the same symbol. For any two measurable operators A and B, A + B

and A ■ B will denote respectively the strong-sum and strong-product of A and B.

A sequence {Tn} will be said to converge in measure to T, if given any e > 0, there

exists a sequence {Qn} of projections in a, such that |(rn —T^önll <e for all « and

m(Qn)^l.

It will be said to converge nearly everywhere to T if, given any e > 0, there exists

a sequence {Qn} of projections in a, such that ||(7"„ — 7")önI! <£ for all « and g„f I.

It will be said to converge to T in the Lp-mean if ||Tn — T\\p-*■0, as «-»-co,

p=l,2, and converge to T almost uniformly if, given any 8>0, one can find a

projection P in a with m(P) ä 1 — S and such that

||(rn-r)P||->0   asn->oo.

The following results of Stinespring, which we shall refer to as [DJ, [D2], and

[D3] respectively, will be frequently used in this paper.

[DJ [10, p. 32, Corollary 5.2]. "A sequence {An} of measurable operators con-

verges in measure to a measurable operator A if and only if, for any e > 0, m(R^) -*• 0

as « -> co, where R% is the spectral projection of \An — A\ corresponding to (e, co)."

[D2] [10, p. 33, Theorem 5.5]. "A sequence {Tn} of selfadjoint measurable

operators converges in measure to a selfadjoint measurable operator T if and only

if, for any continuous function <j with compact support on the real line, <r(Tn)—>o(T)

in the L2-mean."

[D3] [10, p. 24]. "Convergence in the Lp-mean implies convergence in measure,"

P=l,2.

2. Preservation of convergence in measure by continuous functions.

Theorem 2.1. Let {T„} be a sequence of operators converging in measure to an

operator T. Let Rn denote the spectral projection of \Tn — T\ corresponding to the

interval (e, co). Then there exists a subsequence {nk} such that 2"=i m(R^k)<co.
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Proof. In the case of an arbitrary gage space, it has been proved by Stinespring

[10, p. 23] that {7n} has a subsequence which converges nearly everywhere. His

methods together with the finiteness of the gage yield the desired result.

Theorem 2.2. Let {Tn} be a sequence of selfadjoint operators converging in measure

to a selfadjoint operator 7. Let O be a real-valued continuous function, expressible as

the sum of a finite number of real and monotonie continuous functions. Then (0(7n)}

converges in measure to 0(7).

Proof. Case 1. O is strictly increasing and continuous, and its range is the whole

real line.

Proof. Let 0(7J = Sn and 0(7) = 5. Then S and Sn are selfadjoint. Let "a"

be any continuous function with compact support. Let a O denote the composite

map defined thus: For any real number À, (a-0)(A) = a(0(A)). It is easy to verify

that (flO)(7n)=a(0(7n)) = a(5'n). Since O is strictly increasing and its range is the

whole real line, a-O is once again a continuous function with compact support.

Since {7n} converges in measure to 7, it follows by [D2] that {(a- 0)(7n)} converges

in the L2-mean to (a- 0)(7), i.e., {öi^)} converges in the L2-mean to a(S). As "a"

is arbitrary, by applying [D2] again, it follows that {Sn} converges in measure to S.

Case 2. O is continuous and strictly increasing, and its range is a bounded

interval.

Proof. Let a(A) = A. Let 6(A) = a(A) +0(A). Then, by case 1, {b(Tn)} converges in

measure to b(T), so that {¿(7n)-7n} converges in measure to b(T) — T, i.e., {0(7„)}

converges in measure to 0(7).

Case 3. O is strictly increasing and continuous, and its range is an unbounded

interval with a finite left-hand endpoint.

Proof. Let 0(0) = k. Without loss of generality, we may assume k = 0, as other-

wise we may consider /(A) = 0(A) — k. Define a new function g(X) thus: For A>0,

g(A) = 0(A). For A = 0, and A<0, g(A) = A. Let e(A)=g(A) + 0(A). By case 1, {g(Tn)}

converges in measure to g(T) and {b(Tn)} to b(T). Hence {0(7n)} converges in

measure to 0(7). The case where the range of O is an interval bounded on the right,

but not on the left, can be disposed of similarly. Thus the Theorem has been

proved for any strictly increasing continuous function O. Now let O be continuous

and increasing (but not necessarily strictly). Let g(X) = 0(A) + A. Then, since g is

strictly increasing {g(Tn)} converges in measure to g(T), so that {0(7n)} = {g(Tn) — 7„}

converges in measure to g(T) — 7=0(7). Similarly the theorem can be proved

when O is decreasing and continuous. Hence the theorem is true when O is a

finite linear combination of monotonie continuous functions.

Applications. 1. Let S be a selfadjoint operator, P the spectral projection of 5

corresponding to [0, oo), and Q = I—P. The operator SP will be denoted by S+

and the operator — SQ by S~. Let {Tn} converge in measure to 7. Then one can

show that {T„+} converges in measure to 7+ and {7n~} in measure to 7".

Proof. Let g(A) = A (ASO) and =0 (A<0).
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Then, by the above theorem, {g(Tn)} converges in measure to g(T). But g(Tn) = 7n+

and g(T) = T+. The other part can be proved similarly.

2. Let {7n} be an arbitrary sequence of operators (not necessarily selfadjoint)

converging in measure to 7. Then {|7n|} converges in measure to |7|.

Proof. It is known [10, pp. 28 and 32] that if {Tn} converges in measure to 7,

then {7„*7n} converges in measure to 7*7. Let g(-) be defined thus: g(A)=0,

A^O, and g(X)= +(X)112, for A SO. Let Sn = Tn*T and S=T*T. Then {g(Sn)}

converges in measure to g(S).

3. Let {Tn} be a sequence of nonnegative operators. For each «, - Tn log 7n is

called the operator entropy of Tn, and m( — 7„ log 7n) is called the numerical

entropy of Tn. Let {7n} converge in measure to 7. Then 7 can be shown to be non-

negative so that 71og 7 can be defined. Now the function A log A is expressible as

the sum of a finite number of monotonie, continuous functions so that, by the

above theorem, the operator-entropy of 7„ converges in measure to the operator-

entropy of 7. Let now {7n} be uniformly bounded, i.e., there exists a positive

integer k such that ||7B|| ?¡k for all «. In this case, there is convergence even in the

Li-mean. Hence m(—Tn log 7„)-> m( — 7 log 7). In other words, the entropy

function is continuous in bounded sets of a in the topology of convergence in the

Li-mean.

4. Let g be a strictly monotonie and real function, continuous everywhere on the

real line. Let g(0) = 0. Also let g be bounded, i.e., for some positive integer k,

\g(X)\ <kfor all real A. For any two measurable operators Fand S, definep(T, S) =

m(g(\T— S\)). Then {7n} converges in measure to 7 if and only if p(Tn, 7) -*■ 0 as

«-> oo.

Proof. First let {7„} converge in measure to 7. This implies that {\Tn — 7|} con-

verges in measure to zero. Let Sn = \Tn — T\. As {Sn} converges in measure to zero,

it follows by Theorem 2 that {g(S„)} converges in measure to g(0) = 0. Since

\\g(Sn)\\ ¿k for all «, it even follows that m(g(Sn)) -> 0, i.e., p(Tn, 7) -> 0.

Conversely, let p(Tn, 7) -*- 0. This implies that m(g(Sn)) -*■ 0. As g(Sn) is non-

negative for each «, it follows that {g(.S„)} converges to zero in measure. Now, if

possible, let {Sn} not converge in measure to zero. By [DJ there exists therefore

some £>0 such that the sequence {m(Ren)} does not converge to zero, where 7?n is

the spectral projection of Sn corresponding to (e, oo). Hence there exists at least

one subsequence, denoted by {m(RFnk)}, which converges to a strictly positive

number L. As g is strictly monotonie, g(e)>g(0) = 0. Now

0<g(e)L = g(e)    Lt    m(Rr\k)
nk-oo

=   Lt   m(g(e)-Rrlk)
n/t-»<x>

<   Lt  m(g(Sn))
nfc-co

= 0.

Thus L=0. And this contradiction shows that {Sn} converges in measure to zero.
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3. Egoroff's Theorem and the various modes of convergence.

Theorem 3.1. A sequence {Tn} converges nearly everywhere to T if and only if it

converges to T almost uniformly.

Remark. This theorem generalizes Egoroff's Theorem and its converse.

Proof. Let {Tn} converge to T nearly everywhere. We shall show that it converges

to T almost uniformly. Without loss of generality we may take T=0. Let {ek} be a

sequence of positive numbers converging to zero. By the definition of nearly every-

where convergence, corresponding to e, (j= 1, 2,...) there exists a sequence {Qjn}

suchthat ||r„ôin|| <e¡ for all «and for a fixed j, Qin\ I, as « -> co. Given any positive

number 8 > 0, one can, in view of the latter property, find a projection QXTll such

that m( QXrtl ) > 1 - S/2 and similarly a projection Q2n2 such that m(Q2„2) > 1 - S/22,...

and in general a projection Qjrij (from the sequence {Qjn}), such that m(Qjnj)

> 1-3/2'. For convenience, write Q,= QUni- Let S=/\?=x Qj. Let S1 = I-S.

Then m(S1) = m(\/r=x Qj)til, m(Qf) = I,S/2y = 8. Hence m(S)Z 1-8. Let an

arbitrary positive number e be given. Since ek -> 0 as k —> co, ek < e for all k 2: some

positive integer L. Hence for any k^nL, \\TkS\\^\\TkQL¡nL\\^eL<£. And «7(5) > 1-8.

This being true of any arbitrary 8 > 0, it follows that {Tn} converges to 0 nearly

everywhere.

Converse. Let {Tn} converge to 0 almost uniformly. We shall show that {Tn}

converges to 0 nearly everywhere.

Proof. Let S be a positive number less than 1. In view of our assumption, there

exists a sequence {Sk} of projections such that m(Sk) > 1 — 8/2" and for each fixed k,

\\TnSk\\ -^0 as «^co. Let Rx = Ak=x Sk, R2 = A?=2 Sk,..., Rn = Ak=n Sk,....

Then w(/^i)^2f=n S/2J. So m(Rn) -> 1. As m is regular, and Rk<Rk + x for each k,

it follows that Rn f /. Now for each k, Rk < Sk. Since for each fixed k, || TnSk \\ -> 0

as « -> co, given k, and e > 0, one can find a positive integer Nk such that || TnSk \\ < e

for all n^Nk (k=l, 2,3,...).  Define a  sequence {Ek} of projections thus:

Ex = E2 = ■ ■ ■ = ENl _ ! = 0 (the zero projection),

En, = ENl +1 = • ■ • = ENi +jv2_i = Rx,

En1 + N2   =  £'N1 + N2 +1   = ■ • ■ =  En, +nz+N3-X   =   "2-

And, in general,

En, + n2 + ■ ■ ■ + Nk — • • • — EN¡ +n2+ ■ • • + ¡v* +1 -1 = Rk, • • -,        * = i,2, ■ . .,

The sequence En\ I. For n<Nx, \\T„En\\ =0 and so is less than e. For n^Nx, «

lies between two integers Nx+ ■ ■ ■ +Nk and Nx + N2+ ■ ■ ■ +Nk + X- 1 so that

||rn£j = ||rn/Jfc||<||7;nSfc||<£ (since Rk^Sk). Thus for all «, ||Tn£n||<e. For any

given e>0, the choice of one such sequence {£„} being possible, it follows that {Tn}

converges nearly everywhere to 0. Hence the theorem is proved.

In what follows a projection P in a will be said to be minimal if, for any projection

Q in a, Q^P implies Q=P or g = 0.
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Theorem 3.2. Convergence in measure and convergence nearly everywhere are

equivalent if and only if each projection in a contains a minimal projection.

Proof. Let each projection contain a minimal projection. We shall show that

these two notions of convergence coincide. Let I=Px+P2+ ■ ■ ■ +Pn+ ■ • • be some

resolution of the identity into a sequence of pairwise orthogonal minimal pro-

jections. Let m(Pi) = 8t. As 8¡a0, and 2.°°=i 8¡=1, we can assume without loss of

generality that 8j 2:82 ä ■ • • ï: 8n ä • • •. Let {7„} be a sequence of operators con-

verging in measure to an operator 7. We may take 7=0. By the definition of con-

vergence in measure, given e there exists a sequence {Qn} of projections such that

m(Qn) -*■ 1 and ||T„ön|| <e for all «. As m(Qn) -*■ 1, there exists a positive integer

Nx such that m(Qn) > 1 — 8X¡2 for all « ä Nr, and similarly a positive integer N2 such

that m(Qn)> 1 -8j/2-S2/2 for all «äN2,..., and in general a positive integer Nk

such that m(Qn)> 1 -Sj/2- S2/2-8k¡2 for all n^Nk,k ranging over all positive

integral values. Obviously for «äA^, Qnr\Px is nonnull. But as Px is minimal, this

implies Px S Qn for «à Nv Similarly Pxv P2^ Qn for n^Nx + N2 etc.

Rx = 0 = • • • = RNl _j,

I^Nx   =   "x  = ■ ■ ■ = RNl +n2 -x,

°iïi +n2 = P\P"2. = • • • = 7?Wl +^2+W3_1, etc.

As 2i" i w(Fj) = 1, it follows that Rn\ I and || 7„Z?n || < e for all «. Hence convergence

in measure implies convergence nearly everywhere. Since, in the case of a finite

gage space, convergence in measure is always implied by convergence nearly

everywhere, it follows that they are equivalent in this case.

Converse. Let convergence in measure and convergence nearly everywhere

coincide. We shall show that each projection has to contain a minimal projection.

If not, let there exist a nonnull projection P, with the following property: m(P) = 8

and for any ß with 0<ß< 8, there exists a projection R<P, with m(R)=ß. We can

show that this implies that for any «, P can be expressed as the sum of n pairwise

orthogonal projections Pln,..., Pnn, such that m(Pin) = m(P)¡n, i= 1, 2,..., «. Now

clearly the sequence P1U 2P21, 2P22, 3P31, 3P32, 3F33,. ..,nPnl, nPn2,. ..,nPnn,...

converges in measure to 0. If possible, let this converge nearly everywhere to 0.

By the noncommutative version of Egoroff's Theorem, one can find a projection S

with m(S)> 1 —m(P) and such that j|«Pm>Sll -»-0. Let e< 1. Hence there exists a

positive integer N such that [|«Pni5|| <e- ■ (1); for all « g N. P AS is nonnull, as

m(S)>l—m(P). Let x be a unit vector in PAS. Then for any «aA, 1 = ||.v|¡2

= ||Px||2=|F„1.v||2+-.- + ||Fnn.x||2.

But by (1), ||F„¡.y||2<£2/«2, 1=1,2,...,«. Hence

1 < e2/«2+ • • ■ +e2/«2 (« times) = £2/« < e2 <  1.

This contradiction proves the result.

4. Weak convergence. Let (X, Y, P) he a probability space. By a random

variable is meant a real, almost everywhere finite-valued T-measurable function.
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With each random variable £, one can associate a probability measure p defined

on the Borel sets of line as p.(E)=P[£~1(E)]. This p is known as the probability

measure corresponding to Ç. Let (-co, x] = {y : — oo<y^x}. The function F

defined by F(x) = p{(—oo, x]} is called the distribution function of «f. F is always

right-continuous. A point x at which F is also left-continuous is known as a

continuity-point of F. It can easily be seen that x is a continuity-point of F if and

only if p(x) = 0. The set of continuity-points of a distribution function is known

to be dense on the real line.

Now let Tbe any selfadjoint operator and PE its spectral projection corresponding

to the Borel set E. We shall call the measure p, defined by p(E) = m(PE), the prob-

ability measure associated with T. And the point function F, defined at any point x

by F(x)=p{(—co, x]}, we shall call the distribution function of T. Following the

measure-theoretic case, we define that a sequence {Tn} of selfadjoint operators with

distribution functions {Fn} converges weakly to a selfadjoint operator T with

distribution function F if, at every continuity point x of F, Fn(x) -> F(x). (As

before, if pn is the probability measure associated with Tn, « = 1, 2,..., and p is

the measure associated with T, then it is known that a necessary and sufficient

condition for weak convergence [1, p. 33] is that }Rg dpn-> §Bg dp., where g is

any bounded continuous function, and R denotes the real line) or, what is the

same, m(g(Tn)) -> m(g(T)).

More generally, let «r be any faithful state of a, with «r(/) = 1. Let T be any self-

adjoint operator. Since a is completely additive, using a one can as before associate

a distribution function G with T. This G we shall call the distribution function of T

with respect to a. As a is faithful, it can easily be seen that a point x is a continuity

point of G if and only if the spectral projection of T corresponding to the singleton

x is the zero projection. When we say simply the distribution function of an

operator, we mean its distribution function with respect to the gage m.

In what follows {Tn} will denote a sequence of selfadjoint operators converging

in measure to a selfadjoint operator T, F the distribution function of T, and Fn that

of Tn («= 1, 2,...). We shall now state and prove four theorems.

Theorem 4.1. Let x be an arbitrary continuity point of F. Then Fn(x) -> F(x) as

n^-co.

Theorem 4.2. Let a be any faithful state. Let G be the distribution function of T

with respect to a, and Gn that ofTn with respect to a ; n= 1,2,_Let x be an arbitrary

continuity point of G. Then Gn(x) -> G(x).

Theorem 4.3. Let {An} and {Bn} be two sequences of selfadjoint operators such

that {An — Bn} converges in measure to zero. Let {An} converge weakly to a selfadjoint

operator A (i.e., if Hn is the distribution of An, and H that of A, then Hn(x) -> H(x)

at every point x which is a continuity point of 77). Then {Bn} also converges weakly

to A.
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Theorem 4.4. Let x be an arbitrary continuity point of F. Let P„, for each n,

denote the spectral projection of Tn corresponding to the interval (-co, x] and Px

that of T corresponding to the same interval. Then a necessary and sufficient condition

for {Tn} to converge in measure to 7 is that, corresponding to each continuity point x

of F, {P%} converges in measure to Px.

Remarks. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are consequences of Theorem 4.4; they are

stated separately, however, because the proof of Theorem 4.4 depends on that of

Theorem 4.1. Theorem 4.2 is more general than Theorem 4.1 but cannot be proved

directly and has only to be deduced from Theorem 4.4.

Proof of Theorem 4.1.

Case I. Let 7n's be uniformly bounded, i.e., there exists a positive integer k such

that ||7n| <k for all «. In this case, the proof is exceedingly simple. Clearly for

each «, the spectrum of 7„ is contained in the closed interval [ — k, k]. Let pn be

the probability measure associated with Tn. It is easy to verify that all the /x„'s

vanish outside the compact set [k, k]. Hence, in this case, to establish weak con-

vergence it suffices to consider continuous functions g with compact support. Now,

ta g dpn = m(g(Tn)) and ¡Rgdp = m(g(T)). But by the result [D2], {g(Tn)} converges

in the L2-mean to g(T) ; and hence, in particular,

m(g(Tn)) -> m(g(T)),   i.e.,      gdp.n^\  g dp..
Jr Jr

Hence we have weak convergence in this case.

Case 2 (General case). Let {7„} be an arbitrary sequence of selfadjoint operators

converging in measure to a selfadjoint operator 7. Let Fn be the distribution

function of 7n, and F that of 7. Let x be an arbitrary continuity point of F. To

prove Fn(x) -> F(x). Corresponding to (—oo, x], let Px be the spectral projection

of T„, and Px that of 7. Then Fn(x)=m(Px) and F(x) = m(Px).

Remark. The proof in the measure-theoretic case, as given in standard textbooks

on probability theory, such as [2] and [3, p. 168], does not directly extend to the

noncommutative case. The argument given in those books is of the following type:

Let (X, ß, P) be a probability space. Let/n and /be two random variables, c any

fixed point on the real line, and e>0. Let A=f~1{(—oo, c]} and B=f'1{(c + e, oo)}.

Let C=X-B. Then,

(1) A = A~)B + A~)C.

This is the crucial decomposition on which the proof in the measure-theoretic case

hinges. In the general case, let Pn be the spectral projection of 7„ corresponding to

(—oo, x], P the spectral projection of 7 corresponding to (c + e, oo), and Q = I—P.

The equality Pn=Pn /\P+Pn A Q is not in general valid, since the associative law

does not in general hold for the lattice of projections. In other words, the crucial

decomposition (1) does not generalize to the case of rings of operators. Hence, we

shall furnish a proof which is different from the one in the measure-theoretic case.
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Let x be any fixed continuity point of F. We shall show that m(Px) is the only

limit point of the bounded sequence {m(P„)}. (Note that for all «, 0-¿m(Px)-¿ I.)

Let L be a limit point of {m(Px)}. Hence there exists a subsequence, also denoted by

{m(Px)}, which converges to L. If possible, let L<m(Px). So, for some S>0, one

can write L=m(Px)-28. As x is a continuity point of F, one can find for some

£>0, a point .v-e (to the left of x) such that F(x)-F(x-e)<8ß. (Note that if

px-e denotes the spectral projection of T corresponding to (—co, x—e], then

F(x-e) = m(Px'E).) Hence L<m(Pxe). Since m(P*)->L, it follows that there

exists a positive integer Nx such that for all n^Nx, m(P%)<L + 8¡4<m(Px) — 8.

Let AX = I-PX. It follows that for

(2) « à jVi,       »J(ví5 A P*-£) >> 8.

Also, as {T1,,} converges in measure to T it follows, by a result mentioned above,

that if Sn denotes the spectral projection of \Tn — T\ corresponding to the interval

[0, e/2), then m(Sn) —> 1 as « -> co. So there exists a positive integer N2 such that

m(Sn)> 1 -8/2 for all n^N2. Let N=max(Nx, N2). Then, for any «^7V, /STB =

Sn A Ax A P*~e is nonnull. Let c„ be any unit vector in Kn. Since cn belongs to Kn

and so to Px~s, (Tcn, cn)^x — e. And since c„ is in .4£, one has (Tncn, cn)ltx. As c„

belongs to S„, one has ||  |Tn-r| c„|| £*/2. Thus

Eß z i |rn-r|cB| = l(rB-7>n| â |((r„-7>n, Ol

=  |(rnCn, Cn)-(Tcn, Cn)\   £ X-(x-e) = e.

This contradiction shows that the limit point L cannot be less than m(Px). Similarly

by using the fact that F is right-continuous, one can show that the assumption that

L>m(Px) will also lead to a contradiction. Thus m(Px) is the only limit point of

the bounded sequence {m(Px)}. Hence m(Px) -*■ m(Px), i.e., Fn(x) —> F(x). Hence

the theorem is proved.

Corollary 4.1. Let xx and x2 be two continuity points of F (xx < x2.) Let Rn be

the spectral projection of Tn corresponding to the interval (xx, x2] (open at xx and

closed at x2), and R the spectral projection of T corresponding to the same interval.

Then m(Rn) -> m(R).

The proof is easy and is omitted.

Theorem 4.2 cannot be proved in the same way as above since, unlike a gage, a

state may not be subadditive, i.e., for any two arbitrary projections P and Q, the

inequality ct(Pv Q)è<j(P) + °(Q) is not in general valid. We shall deduce Theorem

4.2 from Theorem 4.4 after proving the latter.

Proof of Theorem 4.3. Theorem 4.3 is not a consequence of Theorem 4.1 since

the notion of weak convergence is not additive even in the commutative case.

However, a proof can be given along the following lines: Let Fn be the distribution

function of An, Gn the distribution function of Bn («= 1,2,...) and F that of A.

Let x be any continuity point of F. Corresponding to the interval (-co, x], let Pn

be the spectral projection of An, Qn that of Bn, and P that of A. By assumption
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m(Pn) -> w(F). Let L be a limit point of the sequence {m(Qn)}. As such there exists

a subsequence, also denoted by {m(Qn)}, which converges to L. If possible, let

L<m(P). So, for some 8>0, L = m(P) —28. As in the argument of Theorem 4.1,

one can find a number e > 0 such that x — « is a continuity point of F, and such that

if R is the spectral projection of A corresponding to ( —oo, x—ej, then m(R)>m(P)

— 8/2, so that L< «?(Z?) - 8. As m(Qn) -> L, one can find a positive integer A7 such

that for all «SA7, m(Qn)<L + 8<m(R)-8l2. For each «, let /?„ be the spectral

projection of An corresponding to (-co, x — e]. Since x — e is a continuity point of

F, and L4„} converges weakly to A, it follows that «7(7?n) -> /«(/?). Hence one can

find a positive integer A^ such that m(Qn)<m(R„) — 8l4, for all «SAV Let Sn

denote the spectral projection of \An-Bn\ corresponding to the interval [0, e/2).

Since L4,, —Z?n} converges in measure to zero, m(Sn) -*■ 1 and so is ä 1 — 8/8 for all

« äsome positive integer 7V2. Let A = max(Ar1, N2). Then for any «SA, Sn A öi AZ?n

is nonnull. Let cn be any unit vector in Sn A (?i A /?„. Then as cn is in Sn,

|| |/In-ZLJ cB|^e/2. But as cn is in Qi, (Bncn, cjS.v. And as cn is 7?n, (^ncn, cn)

<x-e. Thus e/2>[|(^B-ZiB)cn||>|(^ncn, c„)-(fi„cn, cn)\ = \(x-e)-x\=e. This

contradiction shows that L cannot be less than m(P). Similarly one can show that

L cannot be greater than m(P). Thus m(P) is the only limit point of the bounded

sequence {(m(Qn)}, which proves the theorem.

As a consequence of the theorem, we obtain the following corollary, which, in

the commutative case, has been proved by Slutsky.

Corollary 4.2. Let Fn, for each n, be the distribution function of a selfadjoint

operator Sn, and let F be that of a selfadjoint operator S. Let {Sn} converge to S

weakly, and let {Dn} be another sequence of selfadjoint operators converging in

measure to ci (c some real number, and I the identity operator). Let Gn be the distribu-

tion function of Sn+ Dn and G that of S + cI. Let x be any continuity point of F.

Then Gn(x+c) -> G(X+c).

The proof of this corollary rests on the following proposition:

"Let N be any selfadjoint operator with distribution function 77. Let c and I be

as in the above theorem. Let J be the distribution function of N+cI. Then, for any

point y on the real line, H(y)=J(y + c)."

The proof is as follows: For any Borel set E on the line, let E+c denote the set

of points x + c, where x is any point of E. Then one can verify that the spectral

projection of A corresponding to £, is the same as the spectral projection of N+cI

corresponding to E+c.

Proof of the corollary. Set An = Sn + Dn — cl, Bn = Sn. Then {An — Bn} converges

in measure to zero. Also {#„} converges weakly to S. Hence by Theorem 4.3 {An}

converges weakly to S. Let Z7n be the distribution function of An and Gn that of

An + cl. Then Hn(x) -> F(x) where x is any continuity point of F. By the above

proposition Hn(x) = Gn(x + c) and F(x) = G(x+c). Hence Gn(x + c) -*■ G(x + c)

which proves the corollary.
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Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let {Tn} converge in measure to T. Let x be any continuity

point of the distribution function F of T. We shall now show that {P%} converges

in measure to P*. Let «/<(•) be the characteristic function of the set (—00, x]. Then

Pï = <P(Tn) and P* = «/r(T). We shall prove that m(\i/>(Tn)-i/>(T)\) -^0 which will

imply that {«/'(TJ} converges to <p(T) in the 7^-mean and hence in measure. Let an

arbitrary positive number e be given. The continuity points of F being dense on the

line, one can find a sufficiently small S (8>0) such that x + 8 is a continuity point

of F and F(x + S) — F(x)<e- ■ (1). Let RX denote the spectral projection of T,

corresponding to (x,x + 8]. As x and x+8 are both continuity points of F, it

follows by Corollary 4.1 that m(Rx) -> m(Rx). Hence one can find a positive

integer Nx such that \m(RZ)-m(Rx)\ <e for n^Nx, i.e., m(Rx)<2e for,n^Nx.

Now let o be the continuous function defined thus:

(x, D

y-axis

(0,1)

(*,0) (jc + 8,0)

Graph of c

x-axis

For all A < x, o(X) = 1. For any À ä x + 8, o(X) = 0. In the open interval (x, x + 8),

the graph of o is the straight line joining the two points (x, 1) and (x+8, 0).

Clearly, for any A, |a(A)-</«(A)| < 1, so that \\<j(T)->KT)\\ ¿1. Note that o(T)->P(T)

is ^0, so that

m(\o(T)->P(T)\) = m(o(T)-t(T))

= m((o(T)-i¡>(T))Rx) <, \\o(T)-j>(T)\\-m(Rx) < e.

Similarly for n>Nx,

m(\c(Tn)-4>(Tn)\) = m(o(Tn)-4,(Tn))

= m((o(Tn)->p(Tn))Rx) ^ \\c(Tn)->p(Tn)\\-m(Rx) ^ m(Rx) < 2e.

As a is continuous and decreasing, it follows that {°(Tn)} converges in measure to

o(T). Since this sequence is uniformly bounded, (bounded in norm by 1), conver-

gence in measure implies convergence in the Li-mean. So, given e, there exists a

positive integer N2 such that m(\o(Tn)-o(T)\)<e for n^N2. Let N=NX + N2. Now

for any « ä N one has

m(\HT)-HTn)\)Sm(\^T)-cr(T)\) + m(HT)-o(Tn)\) + m(\o(Tn)-UTn)\)

^ e + e + 2e = 4e,

i.e., m(\ip(Tn) — ifi(T)\) -> 0, i.e., {P¿¡} converges to Px in the Lomean and hence in

measure. And x being any arbitrary continuity-point of F, the desired result

follows.
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Converse. For any continuity-point x of F, let P% denote the spectral projection

of Tn and Px that of 7, corresponding to (—oo, x]. Let {Px} converge in measure to

Px. We shall now show that for any continuous function a with compact support

on the real line, {o(Tn)} converges in the L2-mean to a(T), and this will imply by

the result [D2] that {7n} converges in measure to 7.

Let a have compact support [—k, k]. Hence <r(—k) = 0 = a(k). As a is uniformly

continuous in [ — k, k], given any e > 0, one can find a positive number 8, such

that for any two points x and y in [ — k, k], one has \o(x)—a(y)\<e, whenever

\x—y\ <2S. Choose a point Xx such that (1) xx > —k (2) the distance between Xx

and —k exceeds 8/2 but is less than 8 and (3) xx is a continuity point of F. Choose

now successively points x2, x3,..., xN such that (4) x2<x3< ■ ■ ■ <xN„x<k and

xN>k (5) 8ä |xt+1 — Xx\ S 8/2 and (6) each x¡is a continuity point of F, i'=l, 2,...,

7Y— 1. The choice of such a finite sequence xx, x2,..., xN is possible as the con-

tinuity points of F are dense on the real line.

Define a new function ip(X) thus :

>P(X) = 0   for   A ̂  xx,

0(A) = o(xx),       Xx < A -¿ x2,

0(A) = o(x2),       x2 < X S x3,   and

0(A) = o(xN-x),       xN-x < A £ xN,

0(A) = 0,       A > xN.

Clearly for any A,

|0(A)-a(A)|  Ï e.

Corresponding to (xj-i, xt], let R'n denote the spectral projection of 7n and R¡ that

of T(i=2,..., N). By assumption, {^converges in measure to Ri(i=l, 2,..., TV),

so that 0(7ft) = 2f=2 o(\-i)Ric converges in measure to ¿T-a <J(K-i)Pi = 4'(F)- It is

easy to verify that |0(A)-<r(A)| <e for all A, so that \\*P(Tn)-o(Tn)\\ <£ for all «.

Since {0(7n)} converges in measure to 0(7) and is uniformly bounded in norm, it

follows that 0(7n) -> 0(7) in the L2-mean, i.e., \\4>(Tn)-<p(T)\\2 -> 0 as « -> oo. As

such, there exists a positive integer Nx such that ||0(7n) — 0(7)||2<e for all n^Nx-

Again, for each «, 10(7n) - a(7„) || 2 < || 0(7n) - a(7n) ¡ • «i(7) = e. Hence, for any n g Nlt

||a(7n)-a(7)|!2a||a(7)-0(7)i|2+||0(7)-0(7J||2+||0(7„)-a(7n)||2<6 + £ + £=3£.

Hence the theorem is proved.

We shall now deduce Theorem 4.2 from Theorem 4.4. Let x he any continuity

point of the distribution function of 7. Then by Theorem 4.4, {P^} converges in

measure and because of uniform boundedness, converges in the L2-mean, to Px,

i.e., m((P%—Px)*(P% — Px))^0. Since a is absolutely continuous with respect to

m, it follows that o((Px-Px)*(Px-Px))^0. And this implies o(Px-Px)^0,

or a(Pn) -*■ o(Px), which completes the proof of theorem.

We conclude this section with a necessary and sufficient condition for weak

convergence and convergence in measure to coincide.
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Theorem 4.5. Let {Tn} be an arbitrary sequence of selfadjoint operators converging

weakly to a selfadjoint operator T. Then {Tn} converges in measure to T if and only if

T= ci for some real constant c.

Proof. First we shall show that the given condition is sufficient. Let T= ci for

some real c. We shall prove that {Tn} converges in measure to T. Let Fn be the

distribution function of Tn and F that of T. It is easy to see that F(x)=0, if x< c,

and F(x) = 1 if x ^ c. Also any point (y + c) is a continuity point of F. Corresponding

to (—co,y], let PI denote the spectral projection of Tn and Py that of T (n= 1,2,...).

When y < c, P y = 0, and when y^c, Py = I. In view of weak convergence, m(Py) -»

m(Py) = 0=Py whenever y<c, i.e., {PI} converges in measure to 0—Py whenever

y<c. Whenever y>c, m(Py) = l, so that m(Pf) -> m(Py) = 1, which implies that

{PI} converges in measure to I. Thus, for any arbitrary continuity point y of F,

{PI} converges in measure toP". Hence by Theorem 4.4, {Tn} converges in measure

tor.
Converse. We shall give an example of a sequence of projections converging

weakly to a projection, but still not converging in measure.

Let a be a continuous finite factor and m the faithful normal trace on a with

m(I) = 1. Let P, Q, R, and S be four mutually orthogonal projections in a, with

m(P) = i = m(Q)=m(R)=m(S). Let {An} be a decreasing sequence of projections

contained in Q, such that m(An) -*> 0. Let Rn=P+An. Then m(Rn) ->% = m(S) and

m(Rr:)^i=m(S1). Let F be the distribution function of S and Fn that of Rn.

All the involved operators being projections, the spectrum of each one of them is

concentrated at the two points 0 and 1. Thus, for any x with x<0, Fn(x)=0 = F(x).

For 0£x<l, Fn(x) = m(Rn-)->3; = m(S1) and F(x) = m(SL). For xfcl, FB(x) = l

= F(x). And any point x other than 0 and 1 is a continuity point of F. Hence for

any such x (in fact for all x), Fn(x) -> F(x). But {Rn} cannot converge in measure

to 5. For, if it does, then {Rn ■ S} will converge in measure to SS=S. But RnS=0

for all «, while S # 0. Since S # c ■ I for any c, this counterexample completes the proof.

Corollary 4.3. Let {Tn} converge in measure to ci. Let ^ be a real, continuous

function (not necessarily expressible as the sum of a finite number of monotonie

continuous functions). Then {<l>(rn)} converges in measure to di, where d=<í>(c).

Remark. This corollary is nontrivial and does not immediately follow from the

definition of convergence in measure.

Proof. First we shall establish the following proposition:

"Let {Tn} converge weakly to T. Then {$>(Tn)} converges weakly to <Í>(T)."

To prove this, let g denote any real, bounded and continuous function. Let «

denote the composite map g(I>. Clearly « is bounded and continuous. Now

m(g(<b)(Tn)) = m(h(Tn)) -> m(h(T)) since {Tn} converges to T weakly. And the arbi-

trariness of g implies that {<b(Tn)} converges weakly to $>(T). Hence the proposition.

Now, the corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.5 and the above

proposition.
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5. Some dominated convergence theorems. In this section we shall state and

prove some dominated convergence theorems which, in the case of a finite gage

space, are stronger than the corresponding results of Stinespring [10].

Definitions. A sequence {An} of operators is said to be U-continuous if, given

any e > 0, there exists a 8 > 0, such that for any projection P with m(P) < 8, one has

\m(AnP)\ <e for all «, and V-continuous if ||^nF||2<£ for all «. Our definition of

gross convergence is the same as that of Stinespring [10, pp. 23 and 26]. It is

known [10, p. 32] that convergence in measure always implies gross convergence

and that these two concepts are equivalent when the gage of the identity is finite.

The orthogonal complement of any projection P will be denoted either by P1

or by I-P. For any operator 7, Re 7 will denote (7+7*)/2 and Im 7 will denote

(7-7*)/2i.
For a sequence {An} of operators converging grossly to an operator A, the

following two theorems have been proved by Stinespring (without assuming the

finiteness of the gage).

Theorem 5.1 [10, p. 29]. If there exists a nonnegative integrable operator 7 such

that — TfíRe An^7, and — 7^ImAn^Tfor all«, then An^ A in the Lx-mean.

Theorem 5.2 [10, p. 30, and the remark in p. 31]. If there exists a nonnegative

integrable T with (Re An)2 ̂  Tand (Im An)2 Û Tfor all «, then An^- A in the L2-mean.

However, even in finite gage spaces there are cases which are not covered by these

theorems, i.e., one can construct a sequence {An} of nonnegative integrable opera-

tors converging in measure to an integrable operator A, and m(An) -> m(A); but

there does not exist any integrable operator 7 with AnfkT for all «.

E.g., let a be a continuous finite factor, and let m be the faithful, normal trace

on a with m(I)= 1. Let Px be a projection with m(Px)=l¡2. Let P2 be a projection

contained in I—Px with m(P2)= 1/22,..., and in general let Pn be a projection

contained in I-Px-Fn-i with m(Pn)=l/2n. Let An = 2n¡n. Pn. Each An is

integrable and {An} converges in measure and hence grossly to zero and m(An)= 1/«

^0=«?(0). If possible let there exist a nonnegative operator 7 such that An-¿T

for all n. Then it is easy to see that m(T)^m(TPx)+ ■ ■ ■ +m(TPn)^2k = x I Ik for

all «, which shows that 7 cannot be integrable. In order to cover such exceptional

cases also, we shall state and prove the following theorems and show how they

apply to the above example.

In what follows, {7„} will denote an arbitrary sequence of operators converging

in measure to an operator 7, and {Sn} will denote an arbitrary sequence of non-

negative integrable operators converging in measure to an integrable operator S,

and such that m(Sn) -> m(S).

Theorem 5.3. If, corresponding to eachn, —S„é Re 7„¿ Snand -Sn^Im 7n^S„,

then Tn^-T in the Lx-mean.
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Theorem 5.4. If, corresponding to each «, (Re Tn)2 ̂  Sn, and (Im 7n)2 ^ Sn, then

Tn->T in the L2-mean.

Remark. In the case of a finite gage space, these results are stronger than the

corresponding results of Stinespring (Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 mentioned at the

beginning of this section). Some dominated convergence theorems in arbitrary

gage spaces have also been proved in [5].

Lemma 5.1. Let {An} be a sequence of nonnegative integrable operators converging

in measure to an operator A, and let m(An) —> m(A). Then An~> A in the Lx-mean.

Proof. This lemma is well known in the commutative case. However, the method

by which it is proved in standard textbooks on probability theory, [3, p. 140,

Problem 17] does not directly extend to this general case, for which the proof is as

follows. Let an arbitrary positive number e be given. For any «, let Cn = A — An,

and Gn, F%, and 77„ denote the spectral projections of C„ corresponding to the

intervals [e, oo), (—oo, — e], and ( —e, +e) respectively. It is easily seen that Z7£

is the spectral projection of \Cn\ corresponding to the interval [0, e). Now

(1) Cn = CnGi + CnF*n + Cnm---

and

(2) |C.| =CnGn-CnF¿+|Cn|77;;--..

Hence 0 ^ m(CnGen) ̂  «i(Cn^G„). Since {Cn} converges in measure to zero, m(Gn) -> 0

as « -> oo, and since A is integrable, this implies that m(AGn) -> 0. Hence m(CnGn)

-+0. Again «i(| C|Z7,9^ II |C| -H¿\\ =«, and similarly \m(CnHn)\<e. Asm(Cn)^0,

it follows from (1) that

lim sup | m(CnF£) \ S e.
n-*co

Hence,

lim sup «î(|C|) ^ e + e = 2e.
n-*oo

e being arbitrary, the desired result follows.

Lemma 5.2. Let {An} be any sequence of nonnegative, integrable operators. Then

An-^- A in the Lx-mean if and only if{An} is U-continuous and converges in measure

to A.

Proof. If An -> A in the Lomean, then it is known that it converges to A in

measure, and it is easily verified that {An} is {/-continuous. For the converse, let

an arbitrary positive number e be given. By assumption there exists a "8" >0 such

that, for any projection P with m(P) < 8, one has m(AnP) < e for all «. The sequence

{PAnP} converges in measure to PAP. The involved operators being nonnegative,

it follows by the noncommutative version of Fatou's Lemma [9, p. 31] that

m(PAP) g lim infn^ m m(PAnP) ^ e, i.e., m(AP) ¿ e. Let Pn be the spectral projection

of |y4B-/l| corresponding to the interval [0, e) and Qn=I-Pn. Then m(Pn)-+ 1.
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So, for all « à some positive integer N, m(Pn) 2:1 — S. Thus for any « ä N,

Mn--4||i = m(\An-A\)

= m(\An-A\Pn) + m(\An-A\Qn)

úe + m(\An-A\Qn).

Let Un and Wn denote the spectral projection of An — A corresponding to [e, co)

and (-co, -e] respectively. Then Qn=Un+ Wn, so that m(Un)^8 and m(Wn)^8.

And

m(\An-A\Qn) = m((An-A)Un)-m((An-A)Vn)

Ú \m(AnUn)\ + \m(AUn)\ + \m(AnVn)\ + \m(AVn)\

^ E + e + e + E = 4b.

Hence \An — A\x^e+4E = 5e. s being arbitrary, the desired result follows.

Lemma 5.3. For any square-integrable operator A, and e > 0, one can find a " 8 " > 0,

such that for any projection P with m(P)<8, one has \\AP\\2<e.

Proof. "A" being square-integrable, there exists a bounded operator B with

\\A — B\\2<eß. Let ||B|| =k, let 8 = sßk, and P any projection with m(P)< 8. Then

\\BP\\2e\\B\\-m(P)uk-Eßk = £ß.  As   \\AP-BP\\2<eß, it follows that   ||^P||a

gsß+Eß = E. Hence the lemma.

Lemma 5.4. For any square-integrable operator A and projection P,

m(\A\2P) = (\\AP\\2)2.

Proof.

(\\AP\\2)2 = m(AP)*(AP)

= m((PA*)(AP))

= m(P(A*A)P)

= m(P\A\2P)

= m(\A\2P).

Lemma 5.5. Let {An} be a sequence of square-integrable operators. Then An-+ A

in the L2-mean, if and only if{An} converges in measure to A, and is also V-continuous.

Proof. Let An -> A in the L2-mean. Then clearly {An} converges in measure to A.

Also, since An — A and An are square-integrable, it follows that A is square-

integrable. By Lemma 5.3, there exists a "8" such that ||^P||2<e/2, for all pro-

jections P with m(P)<8x. As An-+A in the L2-mean, there exists a positive

integer N, with \\An — A\\2<eß for all n^N. Hence ¡|/4nP|2<e for all n>N. Also

Ax,..., AN being each square-integrable, and N being finite, there exists a S2 such

that for any projection P with m(P)<82, we have ||i41P||2<e/2, ¡'=1,2,.. ,,N.

Let 8 = min (8X, 82). Then for any projection P with m(P)<8, we have ||/f¡P||2<e,

/= 1,2,..., which shows that {An} is K-continuous. For the converse note that,

since {An} converges in measure to A, {\An\2} converges in measure to \A\2. Let an
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arbitrary positive number e be given. Since {An} is F-continuous, it follows that

there exists a 8>0, such that for any projection P with m(P) < 8, \\AnP\\2<e for all

«. Hence (\\AnP\\2)2 = m(\An\2P)<E2. By Fatou's Lemma, it follows that m(\A\2P)

<e2, i.e., (||/1F||2)2<£2. As {An} converges in measure to A, there exists a sequence

{Qn} of projections such that ||04n —^)oj <e for all «, and m(Qn) -> 1. Hence for

all « S some positive integer N, m(Qi)<8, so that for any n^N,

\\An-A\\2 S \\(An-A)Qn\\2+\\(An-A)Qi\\2

Ú e + \\AnQ^\\2+\\AQi\\2

^ e + e + e = 3e.

Hence the lemma is proved.

Proof of Theorem 5.3. It suffices to prove the theorem assuming each Tn to be

selfadjoint, as the general case is reducible to this. Since - Sn ̂  Tn á Sn, it follows

that -SfíT^S, which shows that 7is integrable. Again, it follows by Lemma 5.1

that Sn -> S in the Li-mean. Therefore it also follows that {Sn} and hence {Tn} are

[/-continuous. Thus, given an arbitrary positive number e, there exists a 8>0,

such that for any projection P with m(P)< 8, one has |m(7„P)| <e for all n. Let

Gn and Fn denote the spectral projections of Tn — 7 corresponding to the intervals

[e/2, oo) and (—oo, — e/2]. Let Kn = I— (Gn + Fn). Then Kn is the spectral projection

of |7n — 71 corresponding to [0, e/2). In view of convergence in measure, m(Kn) -*■ 1

as « -^ oo ; hence there exists a positive integer N such that for n^N, m(Kn) > 1 — e,

so that m(Gn) and m(Fn) are both <8. Now, for any n^N,

\\Tn-T\\x = w(|7n-7|)

= m(\Tn-T\Kn) + m(\Tn-T\Gn) + m(\Tn-T\Fn)

Í e + m(\Tn-T\Gn) + m(\Tn-T\Fn)

= E + m((Tn-T)Gn)-m((Tn-T)Fn)

ï E+ \m(TnGn)\ + \m(TGn)\ + \m(TnFn)\ + \m(TFn)\

^ e + e + e + e + e = 5e.

Hence 7„ -> 7 in the Li-mean. The general case follows by applying the previous

result separately to the sequences {Re 7n} and {Im 7n}.

Proof of Theorem 5.4. To begin with, let us assume that each Tn is selfadjoint.

As S„ -> S in the Li-mean, it follows that {Sn} is (7-continuous. Since 72 ^ Sn,

{T2} is also {/-continuous. Further, for any projection P, m(T2P) = (\\TnP\\2)2 so

that the sequence {7n} is F-continuous. Also {7n} converges in measure to 7.

Hence by Lemma 5.5, 7n ->■ 7 in the L2-mean.

The general case can be proved by applying the previous result, separately to

(Re 7n)2 and (Im 7J2.

We shall now show how our theorems apply to the example given at the begin-

ning of this section. Let An, Pn,..., etc., be as in that example. Define Bn = An + Pn.

Then {Bn} converges in measure to I and m(B„) -*■ 1 and it follows by Theorem 5.3

that An -> 0 in the Li-mean.
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6. Applications to operator-entropy. I. Let {Tn} be a sequence of nonnegative,

square-integrable operators, converging in the L2-mean to an operator T. Then

the operator-entropy of Tn(— —Tn log Tn), tends in the Lj-mean, to the operator-

entropy of T (=—TlogT), and in particular, the numerical entropy of Tn

( = m(-Tn log Tn)) tends to the numerical entropy of T.

Proof. Let <r(A) = AlogA, where <j(0) is defined to be zero. Hence ct(A) is con-

tinuous in the closed unit interval so that there exists a positive constant c, such

that — c<ct(A)<c, whenever OáA^l. Hence it follows that for any nonnegative

operator A

-A2-cI ^ AlogA <: A2 + cI.

Since {Tn} converges in the L2-mean to T, it converges in measure to T. Hence

{T2} converges in measure to T2. Also as \\Tn — T\\2 ->0, it follows that m(T2)

->«j(T2). Thus if we set Sn = T2 + cI, and S=T2 + cI, then {Sn} is a sequence of

nonnegative integrable operators converging in measure to a nonnegative integrable

operator S and also m(Sn) -> m(S). Moreover, - Sn á Tn log Tn ̂  Sn for each «.

As {Tn} converges in measure to T, it follows by Theorem 2 of §2 that {Tn log Tn}

converges in measure to TlogT. Now as a consequence of our dominated con-

vergence theorem, it follows that {Tn log Tn} converges in the Lj-mean to T\og T.

Before proceeding further, we shall prove a lemma.

Lemma 6.1. Let ß be any ring contained in a. Let A be any square-integrable

operator and let K=E[A\ß] denote the conditional expectation of A, given ß in the

sense of Umegaki [11]. Then one has \\K\\„^ \\A\\P, p= 1, 2.

Proof. We shall first show this for p = 1. Note that for any U in ß, m(A U)

=m(KU). Let Ux denote the unit sphere of a and U2 that of ß. Then,

||tf||! =   sup   (\m(KU)\)
UinU2

=   sup   (\m(AU)\)
¡7 In U2

á   sup   (\m(AU)\)
¡7 In C/i

= Mili-
For p = 2: G=L2(H,a,m) is a Hilbert space, of which N=L2(H, ß, m) is a

closed subspace, "A" is an element of G, and Kis its projection on the subspace N.

Hence the norm of K regarded as an element of TV (= ¡I* ||2) is less than or equal to

the norm of A, regarded as an element of G (= \\A\\2). Thus ||*||2Í= ||2||2.

Using these two results, we can rewrite as follows the two dominated convergence

theorems which we have proved:

Theorem 6.1. Let all the assumptions of Theorem 5.3 (Theorem 5.4) be satisfied.

Then, in the notation of Theorem 5.3 (Theorem 5.4), E(Tn\ß) -» E(T\ß) in the Lx-mean

(in the L2-mean).
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II. Let 7 be any nonnegative square-integrable operator and R any bounded

selfadjoint operator. Let ß he the ring generated by R, and let S=E(T\ß). Then

the number «i(7 log 7) — m(S log S) is defined by Nakamura and Umegaki [4] to

be the information about 7 contained in R. This we shall denote by Z(7; R).

I(T; R) is finite, 7 being square-integrable.

As another application of our theorems, we state the following result :

Let {7n} be a sequence of nonnegative, and square-integrable operators, con-

verging in the L2-mean to 7. Then, in the above notation, Z(7n; R) -> Z(7; R).

Proof. Let E(Tn\ß) = Sn and E(T\ß) = S. Then, by Lemma 6.1, Sn^S in the

L2-mean. Hence, by an earlier result, m(Tn log 7n) -> «z(7 log 7) and m(Sn log Sn)

-^ m(S log 5). Thus

Z(7n; R) = m(Tn log Tn)-m(Sn log Sn)

-» m(T log 7) - m(S log S)

= I(T; R).
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